Cortical control of human soleus muscle during volitional and postural activities studied using focal magnetic stimulation.
The surface-recorded electromyographic (EMG) responses evoked in the ankle musculature by focal, transcranial, magnetic stimulation of the motor cortex were studied in healthy human subjects. Such soleus evoked motor responses (EMRs) were characterised over a wide range of background levels of motor activity and using different stimulus intensities. EMRs were recorded during predominantly (1) volitional and (2) postural tasks. In the former task subjects were seated and voluntarily produced prescribed levels of soleus activation by reference to a visual monitor of EMG. In the latter task subjects assumed standing postures without EMG feedback. Comparison of the EMRs of soleus, traditionally considered a slow anti-gravity extensor muscle, during these tasks was used to evaluate its cortical control in primarily volitional versus primarily postural activities. The form of soleus EMRs produced by single magnetic cortical stimuli comprised an initial (approx. 30 ms) increase and subsequent (approx. 50 ms) depression of EMG. Cortical stimulation could elicit substantial excitatory soleus EMG responses; for example, responses evoked by mild, magnetic stimuli (125% threshold for inducing a response in the relaxed muscle) as subjects exerted full voluntary plantarflexor effort averaged almost 20% of the maximum M-wave which could be elicited by an electrical stimulus to the posterior tibial nerve. Excitatory EMRs could be elicited in the voluntarily relaxed soleus muscle of the majority of subjects during sitting. The amplitude of soleus responses, induced by threshold stimuli for the relaxed state or approximately 125% threshold intensity, increased approximately linearly with background EMG over a wide range of volitional contraction levels. By contrast, there was no systematic change in the latency of excitatory soleus EMRs with increasing voluntary effort. The excitatory responses evoked in the voluntarily relaxed soleus of seated subjects by magnetic stimulation were regularly facilitated by incremental, voluntary contraction of the contralateral ankle extensors in a graded manner. However, such facilitation of responses was not observed when subjects voluntarily activated the muscle in which EMRs were elicited. The pattern of the responses elicited in soleus by magnetic stimulation during the postural task generally resembled that found during the volitional task. The amplitudes of excitatory soleus EMRs at a given stimulus intensity, obtained when subjects stood quietly, leaned forwards or stood on their toes to produce differing levels of ankle extensor contraction, increased with background EMG.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)